
I WANT 
LESS TIME  
DOING  
PAPERWORK 
AND MORE 
TIME  
PROVIDING 
CARE

IMPROVING 
HEALTHCARE WORKFLOWS



THE SIMPLE STEP TO
ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS

 How you benefit

As a globally operating company specialising in office 
imaging equipment, document management systems and 
IT services, we offer healthcare institutions multiple benefits 
to manage electronic health records (EHR) and hospital 
information systems (HIS). These provide clear advantages:

– Greater efficiency, less human interaction and cost  
savings through digitalisation of patient records and  
elimination of paper documents

– More up-to-date and relevant patient data through  
faster access to and exchange of information between  
medical personnel

– Less risk of human error and security breaches
– Faster storing, sharing and retrieval of patient records

 How you can cut costs

The savings in a healthcare environment  
mainly come from automating time-consuming 
and labour-intensive paper-driven processes:

– Reduced transcription costs
–  Lower chart-pull, storage and  

re-filing costs
–  Improved and more accurate  

reimbursement coding
–  Lower risk of medical errors through  

better access to patient data and error 
prevention alerts

–  Higher quality healthcare through  
better disease management and patient  
education

Today’s healthcare market is heavily influenced by trends such as demanding patients expecting highly individual care 
in combination with freedom of choice. On the other hand, healthcare organisations are facing budget constraints and 
increased pressure to keep costs in check. At the same time, healthcare insurers are exerting more and more influence 
on how care is to be provided, and are structuring their IT systems to manage costs.

Cutting through the complexities of IT processes should be the first measure to tackle the challenges the healthcare sector faces. 
In order to make medical information more accessible and compliant, it is necessary to streamline data processes and reduce 
administrative expenses. Konica Minolta can support you in automating and optimising your document-related processes, helping 
you to simplify your information flow. This will leave you with more time and funds to focus on your core activity: providing care.
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 Konica Minolta – a competent and trusted 
healthcare partner

Our OCR technology and smart document management 
solutions facilitate fast and effortless processing and 
archiving. Digital documents are easy to retrieve. User au-
thentication technology at the output device ensures data 
security, auditable tracking and compliance with regulatory 
requirements. Our multifunctional devices convert paper 
documents into digital data – easily and reliably.

Konica Minolta Business Solutions has over 20 years 
of experience in the healthcare sector. More than 3,500 
healthcare facilities in Europe, the Middle East and Africa 
are already working with our digital document solutions; 
and we receive frequent recommendations from public 
interest groups and advisory boards in the healthcare 
sector. 

Want to find out more about how we can help you?
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ADMISSION & DISCHARGE:
AUTOMATING PAPER-INTENSIVE  
PROCESSES

PROCESSING DELIVERY

Desktop

E-mail

Tablet/iPad

Folder/FTP/
Webdav/
Destination list

SQL/Oracle/
Access database

Windows or Novell 
network folders

Fax

Open text
fax server

Healthcare 
Information 
System

Microsoft 
SharePoint

Processing

– Convert to PDF, PFD/A,  
TIF, JPEG, Excel, Word

– Scan preview

– Enhanced scan settings, 
including blank page removal

– Automatic file naming

– Image enhancement

– Full text OCR, zonal OCR

– Barcode recognition

– Bates numbering

– Cost recovery

– Automatic split of batch scans

– Bi-directional integration

– Communication with Health-
care Information System

 Pain points in paper-based processes

In most hospitals the admission and discharge pro cess 
is still relatively paper-intensive. Admission procedures 
are largely paper-based, for example recording the pa-
tient’s personal details and processing information from 
a variety of external sources such as external doctors, 
insurance companies and other hospital departments. 
Automating these processes brings numerous benefits.

Bringing paper documents into the digital world
An application connects Konica Minolta bizhub systems to healthcare software applications for instant capturing, distribution and management of 
paper-based information. You can scan documents securely and seamlessly simply by pressing a button.

Where problems can occur:

– Excessive paper usage
– Inadequate or out-of-date paper-based records
–  Limited availability of records to personnel, with only one 

person able to work with them at any one time
–  Spiralling print costs through wasted paper and lack of 

an internal print policy
–  Security concerns through non-authorised  

access to patient records

CAPTURE

Manual or 
automatic 
document 
indexing
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  The advantages of automated  
workflows

– Ambulance services: Supplying critical 
information to the hospital in real time  
so medical staff can prepare for a patient’s 
arrival and save precious minutes of  
potentially life-saving time

–  Fewer redundant or duplicated processes, 
 for example patient admission information   

need only be entered once into the HIS
–  Reduced risk of errors through automatic 

verification at each stage of a workflow
–  Less administrative work through automated 

patient ID verification, compliance and 
eligibility processes

–  Less time required to put together admission 
kits, for example through automated bar- 
coded face sheets, forms, referral consents, 
wristbands and labels

–  Documentation automatically routed to 
relevant professionals, such as discharging 
nurse, attending physicians and external 
doctors

– Automated assembly of discharge kits
–  Compliance with privacy regulations assured
–  Improved resource management (e.g. beds, 

clinicians’ time, etc.) through more efficiently 
organised discharge times

 AUTOMATING AMBULANCE AND EMERGENCY PROCESS

Our solution offers the ability for direct transmission of 
patient information by an ambulance team while at the 
scene or in transit to a hospital. Ambulance & Emergency 
forms are sent directly to an ambulance team’s tablet. Each 
form contains a unique reference to ensure it can be traced 
from the point of dispatch to arrival at the hospital. 

The incoming data from the form can be formatted as an email, 
web page or PDF (ideal for archiving) to maximize readability 
and for rapid distribution to hospital staff. A database entry 

can be created for each ambulance and incident, detailing 
the dispatch time, GPS location and time submitted.

Once the hospital receives the data, medical staff prepares 
to receive the patient and provide timely treatment. Addi-
tionally, the database can be queried at any time to obtain 
reports on the efficiency of the entire process.

With our solution hospital staff is ready to provide immediate 
care – it could be the difference between life and death.

The most critical factor to providing emergency patient care is early diagnosis and accurate information – minutes can 
be the difference between life and death. 
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 Blood tests – the benefits of automation

The traditional blood test workflow involves entering the 
patient’s data and the physician’s test request into a paper 
document, which is passed on to a lab assistant. The re-
sults of the blood test are then printed and a barcode label 
containing the patient information is added to that form, a 
copy of which in turn is added to the patient file. The results 
of the blood test are then distributed internally or trans-
ported by hand or car if the lab and the hospital are not in 
the same building. At a later stage, the data are entered 
into the HIS or EHR and the form may well be scanned for 
archiving purposes. All in all, a time-consuming, costly and 
error-prone process that cries out for automation.

ENHANCING EFFICIENCY
IN PATIENT PROCEDURES
One of the biggest obstacles to efficient workflows in a hospital is the proliferation of systems with which medical 
personnel have to work – with each system having different input requirements and different kinds of output. Any 
combination of paper-based and electronic documents has a detrimental effect on efficiency. Whatever patient 
procedures are involved, Konica Minolta has the technological expertise and healthcare experience to introduce 
automated workflows that bring substantial bottom-line benefits.

Automation brings clear benefits in this exemplary blood 
test procedure:

– A single document containing the patient’s data has pre- 
printed tick boxes for the physician and laboratory staff

– Test results can be sent electronically to the HIS
– The results are immediately available to authorised staff  

by e-mail or mobile phone 
– The data is automatically added to the patient’s file
– Privacy regulation compliance is assured since only  

authorised staff can access patient information
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 E-prescriptions – a more efficient alternative

A physician prescribing medication to a patient – this is one 
of the most common hospital procedures, and one where 
automation can prove highly beneficial. The doctor checks 
the patient’s digitised record to ensure there are no other 
medical issues or conflicting medication before preparing the 
prescription. The pharmacist receives the prescription by  
e-mail and verifies the credentials. If necessary stocks can 
be checked electronically and replenishment ordered. The 
medication is then delivered to the nurse and the details auto-
matically saved to the patient’s file. The benefits are clear:

– Enhanced efficiency
– Reduced risk of medication errors
– Speedier medication since prescriptions reach the  

pharmacy faster
– Relevant information immediately available to all  

caregivers
– Compliance with privacy regulations ensured

Follow-me printing

 The advantages of follow-me  
printing

A doctor has just explained a course of 
treatment to a patient, who probably has 
not remembered all the details. No problem 
if a follow-me printing facility is available. 
The information the doctor has entered into 
his mobile device can be printed out on the 
nearest available printer via a Wi-Fi connec-
tion. A secure and straightforward solution 
that not only improves communication 
between doctors and their patients but also 
saves the hospital time and money. 
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Invoicing and archiving are still paper and labour intensive processes in many hospitals and medical facilities. So much 
so that external service providers are frequently employed for invoicing, scanning and archiving purposes. At Konica 
Minolta we can help you implement a highly efficient document management system through automated workflows 
covering all the processes from document receipt and generation to archiving. Besides boosting efficiency and 
productivity, document management solutions are also cost-savers.

INVOICING & WORKFLOW 
AUTOMATION
IMPROVING BUSINESS PROCESSES

 The business benefits of digitised solutions

– Medical staff no longer needs to spend extensive time 
on manual sorting, matching and filing of documents – 
all a potential source of errors.

– The easy addition of barcodes and OMR marks helps 
you automate mail preparation and combine multiple 
documents in a single envelope.

– You generate significant savings by doing away with 
preprinted paper and being able to print invoices, 
reminders, etc. on any output device. 

– Digital archiving speeds the retrieval of any required 
information, helping you lower customer service costs.

– With intelligent content creation – for instance combining 
appointment letters automatically with relevant informa-
tion like maps, forms, advice notes – you reduce manual 
work, waste prints, paper stock, and achieve faster 
updates.

– You gain the choice of document distribution: instantly 
print letters to hand to patients, or send the information 
by e-mail – which in turn enables you to reduce print 
volumes and postage charges.

– Via a predefined workflow, documents can be processed 
easily and automatically, triggering archiving, invoice 
printing for the health insurers, forwarding to branch 
offices, etc.
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INPUT WORKFLOW OUTPUT

Web

Communicate with 
external, e-commerce or 
web applications for live 
processing of online data

Capture 

– Trigger the process
– Matching
– Indexing 
– and/or scanning
– Filing

Distribute

– Sorting
– Folding
– Stapling
– Enveloping
– Mailing
– Emailing
– Archiving

Host applications

– MIS
– ERP
– HIS

Office applications
 – PDF
– DOCX
– XLSX
– PPTX
– TIFF
– JPEG

Follow-me printing

Secure printing

Send

Archive

Print

Digital pen

 Make your paper form intelligent

Intelligent applications support you in defining and 
completely automating workflows for typical hospital  
procedures, merging paper-based and digital processes. 
Use the suitable software application to create the required 
forms, for example for hospital admittance or patient 
discharge. The admittance or discharge process can 
then be sped up considerably with the use of a digital 
pen to simply tick the appropriate boxes in order to enter 
all relevant patient information. As soon as the form is 
completed, patient details are automatically digitised and 
the data transmitted into the HIS. No further data capture or 
manual intervention is required.
 
The same application allows defining any type of required 
workflow, relating to the processing of patient files, determin-
ing treatments and other hospital procedures, etc. Extensive 
automation is facilitated and time as well as manpower 
saved, for example with the fully automated compilation of 
the appropriate invoice and simultaneous transmission of the 
relevant data into an archiving application.
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 How your organisation will benefit

– Single-source provider – one point of accountability
–  Minimal management effort, risk and interference  

with daily operations
– Reduced costs, for example through intelligent routing  

of print jobs to the most suitable printer
– Trouble-free document processes
– Simpler administrative processes and elimination of  

redundant information
–  Quick and intuitive access to the data needed to  

process patient files
– Secure printed, copied and scanned records
– Securely automated data-transmission processes
–  Verification that document processing services are  

performing properly

Cost-sensitive healthcare providers are constantly looking for ways to save time and money. One way is through 
efficient management of printing and scanning workflows and infrastructure. Here, you can count on Konica Minolta 
to help. Our Optimized Print Services (OPS) program helps healthcare administrators evaluate the flow of documents, 
monitor scanning and printing, and measure and control costs more effectively. In order to reduce the amount of in-
frastructural administrative work, toner and service alerts can be automatically transmitted to Konica Minolta printers 
to trigger the support or delivery processes. In addition, this enables printers and multifunctional devices to work at 
peak performance with maximum uptime. Our software utilities help hospitals, clinics and insurance providers develop 
a roadmap to consolidate functions and replace under-utilised devices. And last but not least, we can help you reduce 
unnecessary copying and printing, cut down on waste and thus leverage the cost-saving power of digital records.

 How it works

We combine consultancy, hardware and software  
implementation with operational skills to develop  
organisation-specific improvement strategies based  
on precise facts and figures.

–  Consult: Analysing the actual document output infra- 
structure and pinpointing opportunities to increase  
productivity, improve cost efficiency and enhance data  
security through the optimal equipment configuration

–  Implement: Carefully migrating your document output  
infrastructure to the optimal solution; designing and  
executing an internal promotion and education campaign  
to ensure user acceptance

–  Manage: Ensuring your equipment keeps operating at  
peak performance through first-class service support  
and remote monitoring

DIAGNOSING NEEDS &
PROPOSING SOLUTIONS

 Potential for significant savings

An optimised scanning and printing strategy 
enables an organisation to make savings 
averaging:

– 40% on support costs
– 25% on consumables
– 20% on equipment repairs
– 5% on installation and update
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SAFETY FIRST – 
FOR YOUR DATA AND 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
A “safety first” attitude to data security and the  
environis essential for any organisation. By entrusting 
your document capture, distribution and management 
processes to Konica Minolta, you are working with  
an industry leader in data security and environmental 
standards. 

 Reassuring data security

By prioritising data security in all our document solutions, 
we deliver clear benefits to each and every organisation:

–  Secure network integration: Our IEEE 802.1X SSL 
and IPsec protocol authentication methods allow easy 
integration into protected networks as well as secure 
network communication. Virtually all our multifunctional 
systems comply with the highly strict security standards 
of ISO 15408 EAL3/EAL2.

–  Confidential documents protected: We ensure 
confidata stay safe on a printer’s hard disk or output 
tray through solutions such as data encryption, secure 
deletion, watermark copy protection and PDF signatures.

–  Access control and user rights: Individual printer 
access rights can be defined for each user, with 
authenundertaken via a magnetic card, PIN code or 
biometric fingerprint scan.

–  Secure printing: Since authentication is required at a 
deprior to printing, our “secure print” feature prevents 
sensitive information from falling into the wrong hands. 

 Proven environmental responsibility

Konica Minolta confirms its responsibility for the envi-
ronthrough the promotion of sustainable strategies and 
eco-friendly approaches throughout the lifecycle of its 
products. We work to promote recycling-oriented societies, 
prevent pollution and minimise potential risks. And all 
this helps to reduce the carbon footprint of your fleet of 
multifunctional devices. The benefits include:

–  Reduced power bill: More energy-efficient devices 
through tools such as Dynamic Eco Timer (for defining an 
automatic on/off function), scanner LEDs and Eco Print

–  Lower paper consumption: Less paper required to draft 
documents thanks to duplex printing by default and/or 
optional multiple pages printing on a single sheet

–  Less wasted paper: Functions such as automatic 
suppression of white prints, duplex printing by default, 
follow-me printing and document preview reduce paper 
wastage.

–  Improved working conditions: Less noisy machines for 
a better office environment

–  Commitment to recycling: Recycling-friendly devices 
and consumables as well as recycled plastic usage (PC/
PET) in the outer casing material 

–  Green innovations: Polymerised toner manufactured with 
a third fewer CO₂ emissions than conventional toner, for 
example

In September 2014 Konica Minolta, Inc. (Konica Minolta) 
was included in the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index 
(DJSI World) for the third year in a row as recognition of its 
economic, environmental and social performance. 

For more details of our environmental credentials see  
www.konicaminolta.eu/environment



Your Konica Minolta Business Solutions Partner:

Konica Minolta 
Business Solutions Europe GmbH
Europaallee 17 
30855 Langenhagen  Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 511 74 04-0
Fax: +49 (0) 511 74 10 50
www.konicaminolta.eu

 – All specifications refer to A4-size paper of 80 gsm quality.
 – The support and availability of the listed specifications and functionalities varies depending on 
operating systems, applications and network protocols as well as network and system configurations.

 – The stated life expectancy of each consumable is based on specific operating conditions such as 
page coverage for a particular page size (5% coverage of A4). The actual life of each consumable will 
vary depending on use and other printing variables including page coverage, page size, media type, 
continuous or intermittent printing, ambient temperature and humidity. 

 – Some of the product illustrations contain optional accessories.
 – Specifications and accessories are based on the information available at the time of printing and are 
subject to change without notice. 

 – Konica Minolta does not warrant that any prices or specifications mentioned will be error-free.
 – All brand and product names may be registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective holders 
and are hereby acknowledged.
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